extrinsic influences imposed by the environment on organisms of a certain size. For example, as Haldane said, "drop a mouse down a thousand-yard mine shaft… and [it] walks away… a rat is killed, a man is broken, a horse splashes" [4] . Scaling studies typically focus on either interspecific (evolutionary) or intraspecific (ontogenetic) patterns. Yet scaling is fundamentally an approach to discover trends ('rules') that are at least partly related to the influences of natural selection. Scaling thus could be considered to include, or at least potentially lead to, ultimate explanations of 'why are organisms a certain size?' (but see [5] for some pitfalls). Even luminaries such as Galileo [6] have ruminated on scaling; it has a long and rich history.
While the focus of scaling studies is primarily on quantifying patterns in nature, a second major line of research emphasizes mechanistic processes that could produce such patterns. Indeed, one way of bridging the gap between this reductionist approach and scaling theory is the integration of interspecific and intraspecific scaling (or ontogenetic) approaches, of which there are numerous examples (for example, [7, 8] ) that could benefit from -and contribute to -mechanistic underpinnings. This approach emphasizes how size is generated -size control [9] [10] [11] -and its popularity is a more recent phenomenon. Unravelling the nuances of size control has become increasingly tractable as molecular techniques for studying genetic and developmental processes have matured. It is the focus of a number of articles in this special issue. Size control research emphasizes intrinsic mechanisms that control, regulate, or simply influence size -during an organism's ontogeny, or during the growth of cells and organs -and can reveal not only constraints that act during size evolution, but also more broadly provide proximate explanations for the question "how do organisms become a certain size?" While our expertise lies in the realm of scaling analysis, being asked to write this editorial prompted us to reflect on the bigger picture of organismal size. We recognized the gulf between scaling and size control research, and the very timely The size of an organism is critical to understanding its biology. A telling example comes from the use of sound to localize a potential predatory or prey: this can be based on interaural time difference, but only if the distance between the ears, and hence the size of the head, is large enough. Or consider vision: the diffraction limit constrains the size of image-forming eyes to a certain minimum. The importance of size as a holistic feature of organisms, with consequences for our understanding at every length scale, was taken firmly on board in the early 20 th century. In the latter half of the 20 th century, however, the excitement over molecular biology has led to a reductionist focus, drilling down to understand constituents without necessarily linking to larger length scales. Relevant here, the approach has focused on the cellular and molecular mechanisms that regulate the size of living systems at various length scales. A great opportunity exists to integrate these two traditions. Placing reductionist work in context gives insight into ultimate causes and can make testable predictions for function. Knowledge of underlying control processes can explain large-scale features and illuminate constraints on form and behaviour. This special issue presents diverse perspectives on both the importance of size and how it is regulated, at the whole organism, organ, cell, and subcellular levels. We highlight these contributions in light of the strong potential for new syntheses, emphasizing an evolutionary context along the way, to build a picture of where future opportunities lie.
A long tradition of work has focused on the relationship of biological parameters with size, termed scaling [1] [2] [3] . It could more broadly be considered to include the consequences of size for the biology of organisms -the
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opportunity for greater integration and synthesis of these disciplines, which holds great promise for a 'size synthesis'. The conceptual glue that will join these fields together is a modern, evolutionary and comparative (phylogenetic) context. Together, these fields could explain how and why size has evolved in different groups, weaving together mechanisms that generate size variation and winnow or canalize it over time. Given the acknowledged huge importance of size on biology, such a synthesis could pack a mighty punch in biology as a whole.
As a concrete example, an integrative and comparative approach that looked at organ size in the spleen could shed light on the complicated extrinsic factors that regulate the Hippo and TOR signaling pathways discussed by Tumaneng et al. [9] . Domestic horses are known to have relatively large spleens as a result of selection for athletic performance; placed in a comparative context with closely related species, such as other equids, rhinoceroses or tapirs, including animals that do not have enlarged spleens, the variation in organ size could be used as a parameter to tease apart how the Hippo and TOR pathways may or may not be used to set relative organ size. Likewise, the diversity of species and spleen sizes could be used to determine evolutionary constraints on spleen size relative to body size. Together, these data could then reveal how and why large spleens evolved, and perhaps why they did not evolve in some lineages.
From a more human, social perspective, this size synthesis will depend on scientists bridging the gap between fields by achieving familiarity with all aspects of size and then facilitating discussion between those sides. To that end, we consider the articles in this special issue in light of their importance to that synthesis, and celebrate and synthesize the diverse perspectives presented, emphasizing an evolutionary context along the way to build a picture of where we are in this growing size synthesis.
Leaving Bacteria studied to date increase size by growth, and then periodically decrease size during fission events. The timing of DNA replication, which increases the volume of DNA in the cell, and of preparation for cell division (leading to fission) are the key determinants of what size is reached during the growth period. These may even proceed in partial synchrony, in contrast to a eukaryotic cell. But the timing of the initiation of replication is critical -too early and the cell may end up too small to function properly; too late and the cell becomes too large, and the population grows too slowly. DNA replication itself depends on the nutrients that are available in the environment, especially carbon. Interestingly, this carbon dependency in itself could form a universal size control. Cell size increases until it reaches a bacterial-strain-specific threshold, which triggers replication and then division. An ATPase termed DnaA regulates this trigger; however, it is evident that there is some flexibility among strains in how this regulation functions to initiate DNA replication.
Bacterial control of division is less well understood. A ring of tubulinlike protein called FtsZ forms a framework along the axis of future division and eventually physically facilitates fission. The formation of this ring may be linked to the initiation of DNA replication by molecules that couple these events, forming a constraint on cell size throughout the cycle. Chromosomal segregation is also involved in triggering cell division, and may be mechanically induced by the volume of DNA in the bacterium. This must be timed (apparently through the action of various DNA-binding proteins) to occur between replication and division, despite these processes not occurring in lockstep as in eukaryotes.
There is a remarkable parallel between bacteria and eukaryotes in that cell fate -for example, cell form in colonial bacteria, formation of heterocysts versus filaments, sporulation, endospore formationis linked to size, which may even involve asymmetrical fission events. Perhaps such a mechanism was co-opted by early multicellular organisms to acquire the cellular division of labour required for their new lifestyle.
Ultimately, the amount of available carbon-based nutrients has a huge effect on size in bacteria. This is an evolutionarily sound stratagem, as producing too many and/or too large cells in a nutrient-poor environment could be disastrously wasteful.
To modulate cell growth rates in response to nutrient concentrations, bacteria can enable a relay of DNA replication events in the same cell, termed multifork replication. Chien et al. [10] conclude by synthesizing these lines of evidence into a model of bacterial size control, in which FtZ concentration plays a pivotal and highly sensitive role. This model holds promise for discovering how size varies in diverse bacterial strains. We are reminded of the groundbreaking work of Lenski and colleagues [12] on the adaptive evolution of bacterial strains -for example, they have described how scaling in bacteria has been woefully ignored and yet bacteria provides an ideal model system for understanding the evolution of size. For example, they found evidence in their E. coli strains of selection for increased size (and concurrently reduced metabolic rate, as well as alterations in nutrient usage). How did size controls facilitate these changes? Furthermore, studies of bacterial size control may provide hints for how cell size controls evolved beyond bacteria, including how endosymbiotic organelles such as mitochondria [13] might utilise different controls than their eukaryotic host cells.
In their review, Goehring and Hyman [14] consider intracellular structures, including organelles, and find support for an elegant size control mechanism. The core idea is size is controlled through 'limited pools' of subunits, where 'subunits' refers to component parts in the cytoplasm from which cellular structures can be built; for example, there is a finite supply of free tubulin dimers that can be used to build microtubules. The argument is that the rate at which organelles are built from subunits, and the size or number of organelles that get built, both depend on the concentration of subunits. But this concentration can vary as individual organelles are built, across cells of different size, and with the number of distinct organelles that have already been built across the cell. A system thereby emerges in which the fact that shared pools of subunits are used to build organelles means that the size and number of organelles is self-regulating, within and across organelles, without complicated active signalling. The available pool of subunits provides a simple size control that is somewhat reminiscent of the bacterial FtsZ concentration-based model of Chien et al. [10] . The authors describe supportive data (and counter-points) from case studies of the embryonic size control of centrosomes, nuclei, cell polarity, and flagellae.
Turning to our two views of size, we find interesting analogies. The need to have two flagella that are the same length, so that organisms do not spin in circles, provides a selective pressure for having a robust size control mechanism at the organelle level. Although this may be stabilizing selection for a certain, matched length of flagellae, it is analogous to directional selection for larger body size in organisms: evolution is driving the set point of a size control mechanism, either towards an optimal value or towards a continuous increase. Furthermore, the idea that limiting pools may provide size control 'for free', or at least at significantly less cost than an active signalling system, exemplifies our second perspective on size: how implementing size control may run into constraints, work around them, or result in trade-offs. Here, researchers may have found an elegant solution, but don't yet know whether and in what ways it may represent a trade-off.
Parallels also exist in the scaling of neural control, and in the neuromechanical basis of running. In both, taking advantage of the physics of the world can save on active muscle input or active neural feedback. As Hooper [15] discusses in this issue, although legs are swung faster than one predicts from simple pendular motion under gravity, the fact that similar scaling is observed suggests that some of that swing is got 'for free', from gravity, is a likely energy-saving mechanism. And experiments perturbing fast running insects suggest that they recover through the tuned dynamics of the body, rather than through active neural feedback. In an evolutionary sense, such absence of neural controls would have been necessary in early organisms that lacked nervous systems, and thus such controls may even be phylogenetic relics of ancestral mechanisms that have persisted because their efficiency is maintained at simple/ small and complex/large scales.
The selective pressures and other constraints causing organisms to be a certain size have remarkable parallels across taxa, even when moving all the way from bacteria, discussed above, to a eukaryote such as yeast, and continuing up to large mammals. In their review, Turner et al. [16] describe how the size target for yeast is set by environmental conditions, in this case the availability of nutrients, akin to the mechanisms in bacteria. Choosing a size can set the surface-to-volume ratio, and this ratio may tend toward an optimum for environmental limits on surface transport. This has parallels in the ability of large mammals to handle extremes of temperature due to their low surface-to-volume ratio [17] .
Much has been learned about the mechanisms that have evolved to monitor and control size in yeast, in part due to the simplicity of their size control system, in which division is regulated in response to growth. This is in contrast to metazoans, where both division and growth are subject to complex extrinsic signalling and mutual regulation. Yeasts continuously monitor a size-dependent signal, and restrict cell cycle progression at specific stages. Ongoing work seeks to understand how sophisticated the triggering of this restriction is in different eukaryotic cells; it can be a simple threshold crossing in size or time, or some as yet unknown, more complicated system. Dissecting how size is monitored in the two model yeast speciesbudding yeast and fission yeasthas yielded diverse mechanisms: a spatial sensor system, where the gradient of a mitotic inhibitor across the cell, which declines as the cell grows, is a candidate mechanism in fission yeast. In budding yeast, a protein synthesis-rate sensing system, rather than a geometric system, is a strong candidate.
The
The size of an organ is largely determined by cell number and cell size. In green plants, cell proliferation and expansion lead to growth of organs, likely controlled by transcription factors. But as with other studies in this issue, Powell and Lenhard [18] wonder how size is monitored and why organ and plant sizes are so stereotyped. Like all life, growth of plant organs is environmentally influenced by nutrient availability, but photosynthesis requires a second factor of vital importance, namely sunlight. Notably, plant growth is indeterminate (not reaching a target size, but rather, growing continually) in stems and roots, whereas it is determinant (reaching a target size) in flowers and their constituents as well as some leaves. The authors focus on the latter pattern, which begs the question of how is the target size set?
In plants, the growth of cells that make up organs and their subsequent division (proliferation) are coupled, as in bacteria, but localized to meristem cells. A huge problem for cellular growth (and thus size at all higher levels) is the semi-rigid cell wall, which must be remodelled during growth and in response to hydrostatic pressure. This is a mechanical and environmental challenge that is somewhat unique to plants, especially on land where gravitational constraints are much more unforgiving than in water (for example, see [19] ). The rate and duration of these processes, as well as the size of meristem zones and number of cells involved can be controlled to tweak organ size.
There likely are many genes involved at the level of autonomous cells; Powell and Lenhard [18] describe examples such as ARGOS and ANT in the auxin-regulated (phytohormone) size control pathway, and the transcription factors GRF and TCP in another. How many of these factors interact in size control remains a complex mystery. Pathways acting across cell or tissue types also exist -indeed, to produce organs consisting of diverse cells or tissues they must exist. Compensation occurs, in which processes with different rates are coordinated via feedback to maintain a proper final organ size. A potential homology, or at least analogy, exists with animal organ sizes: size regulation seems to be independent of the number of cells present in the organ. Instead, there are hints that total size is monitored in some way(s).
Phytohormones are plausible monitoring and coordinating factors for organ size and growth. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping (as has been done in dogs [11] ) is being conducted in tandem with the recent flowering of plant genomics analyses. These QTL studies have identified candidate genes playing roles in size control, such as the gene fw2.2 in tomatoes, which controls cell proliferation rates and thereby fruit size. Powell and Lenhard [18] make the cogent point that "understanding the genetic basis of such size changes will likely provide insight into the link between organ identity and growth control, a largely unsolved problem in plants and animals" -it is broad comparative thinking like this that should fuel much excitement for a new size synthesis.
Powell and Lenhard [18] emphasize that extrinsic factors such as mechanical feedback, acting via intracellular and/or intercellular pressures, between cells or tissues are also important. This ties into the theme of simple versus complex, or active versus passive, control systems raised above. They urge that mathematical modelling is needed to tease apart the complexity of growth dynamics. Such modelling would also provide an adjunct to genomics and transcriptomics because spatial variability in rates and directions of organ growth is fundamentally an 'engineering problem', as the authors note.
Size control seems to involve very divergent molecular mechanisms in plants as compared with animals and yeast. Have extant lineages been apart for so long that even detecting paralogy between control systems may be futile? We are optimistic that a size synthesis could reveal fundamental commonalities that lie at the evolutionary roots of size control, but given the early stage of research in the field, it is too soon to draw robust conclusions. Regardless, Powell and Lenhard [18] very plausibly surmise that organ size is less controlled in plants than in animals, because a symmetrical form is not required in the former. Nonetheless, plants are extremely reliant on environmental responsiveness because of their sessile nature -they must grow rather than move to more favourable microenvironments.
But that doesn't mean animals can ignore their environment. In Drosophila, starvation results in a smaller adult; but one with wings that are scaled appropriately for this smaller size [20] . Researchers studying morphogens, such as those involved in this example, add another perspective on organ size control. The same morphogen may ensure the correct patterning of organ tissues, as well as its final size. Thus, any proposed size control mechanisms must jibe not only with the production of final organ size, but with any role they may have in organ patterning throughout ontogeny.
Failure of organ size control has disastrous consequences, of which we are especially aware in closely related mammals, where it can lead to organ hypertrophy, degeneration, or cancer. Tumaneng et al. [9] present a review of two signalling pathways involved in determining animal organ size. The TOR pathway regulates organ size by stimulating cell growth, thereby influencing cell size. The Hippo pathway controls organ size by restricting cell number, by inhibiting proliferation and inducing apoptosis. New evidence is elucidating the links between the two pathways; the Hippo pathway can influence the TOR pathway. Furthermore, some mechanisms may optimise growth by choosing which cells are maintained, and which are eliminated: the cell competition phenomenon leads to elimination of viable cells if their neighbour has a growth advantage. The multifarious ways in which the Hippo and TOR pathways interact within and across organs likely enables the great division of labour that supports large, complex organisms, and the adaptive changes seen in organ size.
One of the signature behaviours of large animals composed of multiple organs is that they move. And variation in size provides a dataset that can be used to understand how movement emerges from the interaction of nervous system, musculoskeletal system, body, and environment. In turn, determining the basic principles governing movement can flesh out some of the drivers of, and fundamental constraints to, changes in size. Movement results from the dynamic interplay of many complex constituents: cell-molecular processes, ion channel dynamics, neural dynamics, neural network interactions, muscle dynamics, skeletal dynamics, and environmental dynamics. But the chemistry and physics of the world affect these different constituents in different ways as size varies, and so we hope to discover general principles of what these constituents can and cannot do, and how they are shaped by pressure to alter body size.
In a Primer that focuses more on the consequences of size (scaling), Hooper [15] explains how, as animals get bigger, the inertia of their limbs increases more quickly than the passive elastic restoring force of their muscles; therefore, the limbs of big animals do not snap back into place, irrespective of muscle activation or orientation with respect to gravity. He further points out that the consequences of a locomotor catastrophe, such as falling down a well or colliding with a wall, are much more dire for a large organismconsider a galloping horse versus a speeding insect -because of the scaling of energy absorbed per unit surface area. These consequences are thought to have resulted in different neural control strategies across size, with some going as far as to suggest that the benefits of planning ahead for big animals led to consciousness [21] .
This work illustrates two sides of size. Larger organisms often can move faster, in absolute terms (but see [22] ), which can be critical to fitness through predation, escape, or foraging. But in getting bigger, the dangers of injury and the changes in the relative strengths of supportive tissues mean that how locomotion emerges from constituent parts changes, and that fundamental constraints on behaviour may be reached. The contributions of nervous and mechanical systems to locomotion are likely to be different as size changes, and big animals simply may not achieve the scaled dexterity of smaller organisms [23] .
But animals don't always get bigger. Several vertebrate and invertebrate taxa are known to have miniaturised. Shrinking the nervous system, however, is difficult: noise increases in small neurons, and the energetic demands of nervous signaling become difficult to meet. Clever changes in neuron and neural circuit form and function, including multifunctionality and a passive, isolated soma are thought to mitigate these constraints. Niven and Farris' [24] review of miniaturisation expands on these constraints and highlights golden opportunities for synthesis. Comparative neuroanatomy has illuminated some of the factors shaping the nervous system; but we don't know the consequences for behaviour. Do constraints on information processing lead to a reduction in behavioural accuracy? Behavioural repertoire? As the authors suggest, a comparative study of homologous behaviour across a range of size would be most timely and informative.
Thanks to selective breeding, the domestic dog Canis lupis familiaris shows great size variation, and work on this could shed light on size control questions ranging all the way from neural control of bodies with varied shape to the genetic determinants of animal size. Dog breeds vary enormously in size; about twenty-fold among adults, as Beale and Ostrander [11] note. They explain how artificial selection has imposed simple size controls on dog breeds, resulting in less variability and thus fewer loci controlling size. Importantly, with domestic dogs, unlike species where the size has been determined just by natural selection, humans have erected institutional controls on size -breed standards have been a size control, establishing explicit stereotypes in purebred lines. But the power of dog breeds to reveal fundamental mechanisms of size control that may apply to other mammalian (or even vertebrate) species is evident. The extreme intensity of selection provides a wonderful "experiment" for determining how size can be rapidly altered, and considerable size diversity produced during evolution. Studies have revealed evidence for about six to ten genetic loci that may have a role in size control, including IGF1, HMGA2 and GHR. Finally, the authors describe their CanMap software, which has helped to provide support for their hypothesisindeed, dog breeds involve fewer controls than in humans (perhaps as many as 180 associated singlenucleotide polymorphisms [25] ).
In considering the broader issue of size control in animals, we reflected on a past review of size control, by Conlon and Raff [26] . They noted that the "central question of size control is how total cell mass is determined"; a theme that numerous other studies in this issue pondered. Because total cell mass is the product of cell size and cell number, the central question can then be parsed to what factors control these two parameters. Much as in plants, they recognized that most animal organs have autonomous controls, but hormones coordinate (even regulating competition) between tissues -for example, growth hormone triggers IGF1. Cell death (apoptosis) is also important in regulating both cell size and number, and is an issue that is often neglected in some of this issue's articles.
Perhaps most importantly, Conlon and Raff [26] point out that animals have a threshold, cell-type-stereotyped size in their cell cycle (as in bacteria) before division. A similar pathway exists in mammals and Drosophila and thus is potentially a common metazoan trait: IGF1-related molecules cause activation of PI 3-kinase, which leads to stimulation of protein synthesis in cells, leading in turn to cell growth, delayed apoptosis and perhaps increased cell numbers. The amount of genetic material (ploidy level) and cell size are well known to be related, and are even implicated in the metabolism of dinosaurs [27] , but increased ploidy results in fewer, larger cells, not bigger animals/ organs. Cell number thus ultimately is the strongest determinant of animal size, because most cell sizes are stereotyped across species. Proliferation, then, is controlled by the classes of mitogens and growth factors that influence cell division and apoptosis rates. Much as in all other life, Conlon and Raff [26] conclude that size in animals is nutritionally controlled, probably by a combination of cell growth, proliferation and survival.
Despite the huge range of length scales and incredible diversity of life considered in this special issue, common themes emerge. Size control is critical in responding to nutrient conditions, in taking advantage of specialisation, cooperation and a division of labour between subsystems, and is strongly shaped by the mechanics and chemistry of the world. Size has proven to be a productive topic to focus on for understanding life, not only because it is such a fundamental metric of any organism, but also because we know many of the constraints that the physics and chemistry of the world must apply at different sizes, and because we can compare organisms of different size to look for general principles, in addition to notable exceptions.
But perhaps the most exciting thought is that today we have extraordinary new tools to gather and analyse data at every level, and subsequently synthesize across levels, from genetics to behaviour. These new tools mean that we have a hope of integrating function at one level with many others above and below, and thereby truly achieve a Figure 1 . Phylogeny of life. Red asterisks and numbers denote where studies from this special issue fit onto the phylogeny; further discussed in the main text. The tree [28, 29] is modified from (http://www.bbc. co.uk/nature/life).
size synthesis. And as these tools mean that we can examine more and more organisms, we can make better comparisons across the branches of life. This process will be sped up if we can, as suggested by contributions to this issue, take a truly integrative approach; across disciplines (especially control theory and dynamical systems approaches), between theory and experiment, and between pattern ( scaling) and process (size control).
To further the broad goal of achieving a 'size synthesis', we have adopted an explicit phylogenetic context to integrate some of the major insights from the articles outlined in this editorial in a comparative framework (Figure 1 ). This helps illuminate which groups might best be able to reveal major evolutionary changes in size control, for example. Of course, most groups have barely been studiedthere are still diverse bacteria, plants, metazoans and other taxa to investigate. But synthesis of new or previously published information on Archaea (Archaebacteria in Figure 1 ) would be fundamental to understanding the evolution of size control in very early life, and Chromista or Rhizaria would help reveal the evolutionary polarity of size control in early eukaryotes; likewise, the later clades as well as slime molds and choanoflagellates could provide much insight into the origins of multicellularity (itself fundamental to all future size increases) as well as into the sequence of evolution of size control mechanisms leading to fungi and animals. Further synthesis of data on model metazoan taxa such as Caenorhabdites (roundworms), Xenopus (amphibians), Gallus (birds) and Mus (mammals) could enable quantum leaps in the understanding of metazoan size control and its evolution within or between their containing clades. Figure 1 allows some basic inferences when drawing on the references shown (this issue). While nutrients and cell division provided critical size controls in the earliest life (and presumably all future life), size controls related to cell specialization and the division of labour may have been present early and thereby co-opted in the evolution of multicellularity. 'Limited pools' and similar, simple concentrationbased or otherwise passive (for example, mechanical, including DNA volume) controls on size likewise were probably present in basal life at some ancestral point. With increasing complexity of multicellular life, organ size controls, especially in symmetrical organisms, became critical, so signalling pathways that acted between tissues (for example, those mediated by hormones) to avoid excessive resource competition must have been fundamental mechanisms. Furthermore, local controls on proliferation and apoptosis must have increased in complexity, although perhaps building on controls previously used in unicellular organisms. Although some such control mechanisms may have convergently evolved in groups that independently evolved multicellularity and specialized organ systems, the question remains whether this involved wholesale novelty of control systems or co-option of homologous ancestral controls that subsequently diverged after that independent evolution. Finally, there are tantalizing hints of at least partial homology of size controls in metazoans (for example, conserved Hippo and IGF1-like molecules), and in some ways this area of inquiry is the furthest alongand perhaps the most immediately relevant to issues of human concern such as cancer or organ regeneration.
We thus have a lot to gain from achieving the size synthesis promoted here -we have only scratched the surface of a vast field that begs for greater integration and co-operation among researchers, not only for size control perspectives but for those with insights from scaling theory. While the task is daunting, it is already under way, and we look forward to its growing impact on much of biology.
